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BenDor and Stanislevic: What could go 

wrong on Election Day? 

 By JAN FRANKLIN BENDOR AND HOWARD STANISLEVIC  

"A Republic, madam, if you can keep it." This was Ben Franklin's description of the fragile 

product of the new United States Constitution, in answer to a Mrs. Powel, as he left the 

convention hall on Sept. 17, 1787. He could as well have been describing the country on Nov. 6, 

2012. We share Ben's anxiety as members of a growing number of worried computer scientists, 

analysts and election administrators who fear what will happen on Election Day. 

We worry that the nation will end up with no confidence in the election results, regardless of 

who wins. 

That's because we have no systematic way to detect malfunctions in the voting machines or 

tabulators on Election Day. Manual audits of the paper ballots could detect such errors, or even 

tampering, but, except for New Mexico, states conduct either insufficient audits or, as in 

Michigan, no audits whatsoever. Other countries hand-count votes in a transparent, public 

manner. But we Americans have no way to really know who won. 

We worry that there could be widespread fraud in the sending of voted military and overseas 

ballots by fax, email or other vulnerable internet methods. State laws have opened the door: 32 

states, including swing states Arizona, Colorado, Florida, North Carolina and Nevada, to allow 

voters to electronically return voted-on ballots via the internet, which provides no security, no 

voter privacy and no chain of custody. Such transactions cannot be verified to ensure that the 

vote will be counted as cast. 

We fear that close elections will go to the courts without any prospect of credible numbers. This 

is because of two widespread conditions that preclude complete, meaningful recounts: no paper 

ballots and no manual counts. According to the Verified Voting Foundation, 25 percent of voters 

will cast their votes on touch screen machines that cannot be recounted. Swing states Virginia 

and Pennsylvania use mostly touch screens with no paper trail. Even where paper ballots exist, 

there are no state regulations that require a complete manual count in the swing states of 

Colorado, Florida, Iowa, Ohio, North Carolina, and Wisconsin. In states that do allow a hand 

recount, like Michigan, the burden is often on the apparent losing candidate, not only to pay for 

the recount, but also to bear the stigma of "poor loser." The voting public has no say. 

We lose sleep over the prospect of the ultimate disenfranchisement of thousands of voters by the 

insufficient capacity at many polling places, causing long lines and impossible wait times. A 

perfect storm is brewing out of not enough voting machines, too few stations for voters to mark 
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long paper ballots, not enough trained poll workers, aging machines that break down 

intermittently, inaccurate voter lists, and massive confusion caused by last-minute passage of 

new state laws and rules. At the polls, we don't have official referees with the tools of 

measurement or instant replay. Often the only intervention citizens can rely on is a national 

volunteer group at 1-866-OUR-VOTE. 

These worries boil down to this: America's elections are run entirely on the honor system. What 

could possibly go wrong? 

Jan Franklin BenDor is an Election Administrator in Washtenaw County and a member of the 

Election Verification Network. Howard Stanislevic is founder of the e-voter education project.  

 


